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About This Game

WHAT A MESS!

You look like the right one for this logistical challenge! So many boxes and no order.
Place those crates on the red target squares, try not to block your own way and care for order.

BOX IT - A classic Arcade Puzzle Game from a new perspective and 300 puzzles to solve.

All 300 puzzles are set in a easy to medium difficulty range.

WORKSHOP SUPPORT

With the integrated Workshop for BOX IT, it's possible to convert existing Sokoban Levels and share them with the BOX IT
Community. Upload a single file or an entire folder with up to 1000 levels in a single pack. Subscribe to new puzzles and BOX

IT will automatically install all new puzzles.*

*Requires a simple path setup on the first run.
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Title: BOX IT
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Phoenix Coalition
Publisher:
Phoenix Coalition
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E8200 2.66GHz or Phenom II X2 545

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card with at least 1GB dedicated VRAM.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mobile and Integrated GPUs might work but have no official support.

English
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Really handy to work with curves and gradients!. its ok i mean its in not the best game i played but also not the worst.
everyone who likes world war games should try it out.
and i mean its in alpha stage so they will change many things. Totally worth the time - unique Bejeweled with a twist.

This game is competetive regardless of the animations and micro transitions.
It is not pay to win game. PvP changes all your minions to lvl 10, so it will be even.
You'll have to play atleast 1-2 hours before jumping into PvP, and it's okay. You have to learn the game first.

Tutorial is very user-friendly (too friendly to be honest, probably to hook up low levels - in real life terms)
Flish-Flashes of animations can be too much, but it doesn't count if you're into the game already.. Have been enjoying my time
playing SWQ. I am about a third of the way into the game, even though I have a lot of hours logged already. This is a deck-
building combat game that is very similar to Slay the Spire, although this game feels a lot easier. SWQ lacks a lot of the
hallmarks of a typical RPG, which makes it a lot easier to play. I am pretty sure it was designed for the Nintendo Switch,
because the controls and gameplay are fairly simplistic.

This is a chill experience that passes the time quickly. It has some great guitar music, and the sound effects are decent. The best
part of SWQ is the hard-drawn graphics and excellent animations. The gameplay is also very intuitive, and it is very enjoyable to
play around with the card combinations. The deckbuillding experience is the primary reason to play this game. The narrative is a
bit dry, and the pacing of the game is slow.

I played this game on an ubuntu linux 18.04 and 19.04 desktop with radeon mesa graphic drivers and an xbox-type gamepad
controller. This game can run on very old hardware, with few very minor issues. This game takes up about 800 MBs of
diskspace, and it uses a developer-designed game engine. I recommend this game to fans of casual RPG experiences, who are
looking for a high-quality indie game, with an innovative deckbuilding game mechanism.. I was a heavy player of wipeout
HD\/Fury on PS3...

Technically, the only thing ok for the game is the FPS which is sustain 60 fps.
(come on guys, where is the 64bits native build!)

The gameplay seems not finished, or is quite strange. Basically, you must not miss the speed pads, there is no real 0-gravity
flying mechanics\/physics to master, that's dangerous, because it would make the game quite uninteresting.

I have a few rendering bugs on the radeon open source driver (radeonsi).

The music is ok, the 60 fps is ok or course, but the GFX is poor, *really* poor. Wipeout HD\/fury is rendered on a 10 years old
GPU and it looks 100 times better and runs at 60 fps too, come on guys!

Conclusion: there is still a ton of work to do to bring that game "up to speed". I'll check it on a regular time basis, meanwhile I
cannot honestly recommend it.

. Awesome concept, but you won't get anything more than an early beta version. It's sad to say that the developpers seem to have
abandonned the game. They have great ideas already pretty well worked up but with only one update a year, we'll probably never
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see what this game could have been and it's a shame actually.

I may change my review when and if the devs. ever give us an update, but we haven't had one sice jan. 2016, so more than a
year and a half ago. So I don't have much hope for that to happen.
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A game specifically for achievements. If you are an achievement collector, by all means pick this and its sequel up. To most
people, there isn't a lot of gameplay to be had. You begin by clicking a button. Activation of said button give you and
achievement. After several clicks, you can then upgrade your button to give more money for more upgrades. My friends have
used macros for spamming spacebar and have completed this game in roughly 15 mins. That was the fastest playthrough
possible on this game.. Fun little wave shooter style hunting game, reminds me of the games you see in bars\/arcades but more
immersive and with teleporting. There's a bit of strategy in how close you get to animals and when you shoot before they start
running.

Still needs some polish, but it's pretty fun as is and worth the ~$10 price tag! I'd like to see a few more gun types, different
animals, and multiplayer would be awesome.. Accually not abad game for the price. The interface is simple. Graphics not that
bad. Sort of ship chess. It would be nice if the ships could be repaired when back in port. Id give it a 7 out of 10. If there are
future add ons the Atlantic would be a nice addition.. Simple/basic football game! Pretty fun to kill 20 minutes with but not
much more than a basic point and click game. Pretty much on the same level as a browser or java game. Controls and gameplay
are simple just make sure you find a low ping server or lag kills the game play. Don't expect Fifa, PES or Football Superstars
this is very simple and basic but if your a football and multiplayer game fan might kill some time when bored. Hopefully they'll
add lots of features like customised characters and stats.. Relaxing and beautiful minutes.. Goodnight, sweet prince.. 1. There
are strange triangles flying around \/ i do not know what this should express but they look weird and definitely need to be
removed - game will be looking much better without them\/
2. Textures of space shuttle definitely need to be with higher resolution and better quality as most time you are working around
SS as earth and moon look good.
I will be desperately waiting for these improvements as this will shift the game one level up and show basic of space physics to
other fellow players.. The art work got worse and worse and all the female character models were girls with oversized boobs and
massive cleavage. I'd rather listen to actual bad porn acting. Those folks probably try more.. This is a real time strategy-survival
building game... The concept is good but it need some polishing because is still in early stages of development... :)
It is a strategy game like CoC in Android phones but quite different... here uneed to build houses in order to make the villagers
live else they will die before u can settle in house and u lose the game...
Looking forward to its Alpha release... :). I used to fly the D's back in the 70's. The plane and instruments look great, and the
plane flies well in cruise. Visibility is nice. The plane is bouncy, but I have had many enjoyable flights. I just need to be very
light on the stick, especially when landing. No GS. Nice pop-up GPS using F-7. Aux fuel pump is kind of noisy!
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